Participants
Absent

Bruno Minjauw, gFSC, Damien Joud (gFSC); Thomas Ølholm (NRC); Angela Hinrich (FAO); Paul Kinuthia (WVI); ; Katie Rickard (Reach Initiatives); Emily Farr (Oxfam);
Fabien Tallec (FSC-CC Haiti); Elisa Persico (WFP)

Agenda points

TWG Agriculture (creation)

TWG covid 19

gFSC partners' meeting

gFSC membership
AOB

Action points
1. Davide (gFSC) presented the results of the survey done earlier. Survey was done prior to covid
19; hence no finding linked to covid
2. Davide/Agriculture Group of NGOS volunteering for supporting on the Survey - to present the
results of the survey in May at the gFSC partners' meeting
3. Agreed that a TWG should be created but not now due to the covid 19 emergency. People are
too busy and this is not the right timing
4. Some of the current registered members for the TWG-covid are the ones also who were
interested in the TWG-Agriculture mentioned above; therefore, the TWG covid can task them to
work on agriculture guidance-specific to covid
5. the results of the TWG-agriculture will be shared with the TWG-covid 19
6. The results of the survey (presentation) will be on the FSC website
7. Davide will inform the Agriculture Group about the decisions taken by the SAG
1. ToR: final draft was shared. Will be review by the TWG-covid group
2. 21 applications [Now, over 50]
3. Next meeting is on Thursday 9 April with the agenda: review ToR C19, election/selection chair
and workplan/priorities
1. Online meeting - gFSC to explore the best IT options
2. review of the agenda
(https://wfp.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/fsc_global/EUyzoHn63V9PkcGyfPSwVmcBp91n8NUM7Op__
V0P23ZULQ?e=yTOIjE) - comments are included in the document
3. gFSC to review the agenda as per the comments by Friday 10 April
1. Review all the applications
2. Damien to inform the applicants of the final decision
1. IDMC: still pending

Follow up

1. done
2. agreed
4. in process: guidance for crops and seeds, livestock
5. agreed
6. done
7. done

1. done
2. over 90 applications
3. meeting on a weekly basis; election for the chair done,
workplan/priorities done
1. VC facility being explored
2. agenda to be finalised and agreed in the next SAG
meeting
1. done
2. done

Priority

